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Dubai, nicknamed as the "City of Gold", is a beautiful oasis of extravagance and splendor in the
United Arab Emirates. Nestled on the coast of Persian Gulf, it is one of the most influential
destinations in the world. Thanks to its rich collection of structures depicting various remarkable
architectural styles, its well-known tourist attractions, economy and trade, and of course Islam
dominated culture. But what excites travelers the most is the vibrant and colorful shopping scenario
of this emirate. It alone has over 70 shopping malls, including the worldâ€™s largest-Dubai Mall and
thatâ€™s why Dubai is known as the "Shopping Capital of the Middle East". Fasten your seat belts as
Dubai Shopping Festival is going to welcome you in a period of non-stop excitement for more than
30 days. Pack your bags and be ready to be a part of this mega international event. Book Dubai
flights in advance to skip the last minute rush. Travelers can also enjoy air service of various Cheap
Flights To Dubai.

Dubai Shopping Festival, also known as DSF, is a month long yearly event that alone attracts about
3 million people to the emirate. DSF is not only the regionâ€™s largest and longest running shopping
and entertainment festival but is also one of the most famous events in the world. With Arabic name
"Layali Dubai", the festival was first held in February 1996 to promote trade in the region. But with
continuous success, it became an annual shopping, entertainment and cultural celebration that
plays a significant role in Dubai tourism. The 17th edition of Dubai Shopping Festival, DSF 2012 is
knocking on the doors and so the travelers are planning to head this vibrant emirate of UAE during
the festival. Dubai Shopping Festival 2012 will be held between 5th January 2012 and 5th February
2012. It is estimated that at least 6,000 retail outlets and around 50 shopping malls will participate in
2012 DSF. Like every year, 2012 festival will also have some major features like tax-free shopping,
beautiful display of fireworks, daily and weekly attractive prizes for shoppers etc. The high point of
2012 Dubai Shopping Festival is the chance to win 21 kilos of gold through raffle draws by visitors
as announced by the Dubai Gold and Jewellery Group. So much to enjoy for shopaholics, visitors
can also enjoy a wide range of entertainment and cultural events, including The Carnival, Dubai
Fashion Week, children show at Dubai Dolphinarium and many more. As always, 2012 DSF will
have a Carpet Oasis where traders from all across the world showcase their beautiful collections of
carpets. For adventure seekers there will be a desert camp where they can enjoy quad bike rides,
horse rides, desert safaris and camel rides.

To satisfy the hunger punks of all visitors, Dubai Shopping Festival 2012 makes special
arrangement with a food festival going along with the main event. Enjoy several international
cuisines, ranging from oriental to Chinese and from Italian to delicious Arabic dishes, as well as
catch up with culinary workshops, live cooking counters, interactive events and celebrity chefs.
Along with all these attractive features, one main attractions of DSF 2012 is "The Global Village",
where visitors can go face to face with various cultures of different countries. With so much to enjoy
and explore, Book Dubai flights either directly or select among various Cheap Flights To Dubai now.
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Dubai Flights please visit our website for further details. 
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